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Artificial Neural Network Helps Self-Driving Cars' Memory
By using artificial intelligence to detect pedestrians, other
cars and possible impediments, an autonomous vehicle is
able to navigate city streets and other less crowded areas.
Artificial neural networks, trained to “see” the environment
around the automobile and imitate the human visual
perception system, are used to do this. The researchers
believe that these strategies might significantly lower the
development costs of autonomous cars (which still rely
largely on expensive human-annotated data) and increase
the efficiency of such vehicles by teaching them to navigate
the areas where they are utilized the most. 
Continue Reading >>>
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Researchers and students in JUMP ComSenTer demonstrated their world-class achievements in THz and
sub-THz communications at the fifth and final annual review on June 1-2 in Berkeley CA. Over 150 in-person
and remote attendees participated, with lively Q&As, poster sessions, and in-person networking
opportunities for students and industry. The Center's full-stack systems approach to a 6G ecosystem
includes analysis and evaluation of various Massive MIMO, beamforming/steering/prediction, and phased
array architectural optimizations for a range of complex system variables.

Center achievements include the world’s first fully packaged and electronically steerable single-beam and
multi-beam phased arrays, new record D-band power amplifiers using different technologies (InP- SiGe-
GaN-CMOS), and power consumption optimizations. Demos included a long range >100m end-to-end
beamforming test at 140 GHz (collaboration with Samsung Dallas). Industry attendees also noted the high
quality of students produced by the Center, many already hired by members.

Demonstrating 6G Leadership: JUMP ComSenTer 2022 
Annual Review

https://www.azorobotics.com/News.aspx?newsID=13050
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IEEE Presents 2022 Best Paper Award for IEEE Transactions
on Very Large Scale Integration Systems (TVLSI)

Associate Professor at Arizona State University, Dr. Jae-son Sae, had this to say

about receiving the award for 2022 Best Paper on TVLSI:

"This was a fruitful collaborative work between my research group at ASU and

Professor Mingoo Seok's group at Columbia University."

Read the full paper here >>>
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HWS Researcher, Kaiyuan Yang of Rice University, Wins 
NSF CAREER Award
Kaiyuan Yang, assistant professor of electrical and computer engineering (ECE) at Rice,

has won a $500,000 National Science Foundation CAREER Award to study the

reliability and security of wireless, battery-less, minimally invasive (WBMI) bioelectronics.

Yang’s proposal is titled “Reliable and Secure Minimally Invasive Bioelectronic Implants

through Contextual Awareness.” Continue Reading >>>

JUMP and AIHW Researchers Receive 2021 IEEE Computer
Society Research Awards  

Two professors from the Penn State School of Electrical Engineering

and Computer Science were recently honored by the Institute of

Electrical and Electronics Engineers Computer Society’s Technical

Community on Very Large Scale Integration. Mandy Pant, chair and

editor-in-chief of IEEE-CS TCVLSI, said: “Hearty congratulations and a

big thank you to Professors Vijaykrishnan Narayan and 

Swaroop Ghosh.”  Continue Reading >>>Photo credit: Penn State
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CRISP Student Launching Start-up
Luis Vega, a PhD student advised by Luis Ceze at the University of Washington, is graduating this summer

with his PhD and will be CEO of a startup he is launching, Sabana Technologies. 

Before Sabana, he had the pleasure of working for two years at another startup,

OctoML, founded and led by Ceze. Both startups leverage insights developed

during research in two JUMP centers, CRISP and ADA. Sabana is a software

platform that helps developers build, ship, and run specialized hardware

quickly, in order to keep up with rapid innovation cycles in machine learning

and other application domains. Sabana synthesizes accelerators using highly

productive workflows based on web APIs, allowing ML software engineers to

optimize workloads/models for multiple specialized hardware backends. Photo credit: Sabana.io

https://www.linkedin.com/feed/update/urn:li:activity:6945138559641161728/?actorCompanyId=94621
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/8867863
https://profiles.rice.edu/faculty/kaiyuan-yang
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/kaiyuan-yang_congrats-to-one-of-our-very-own-kaiyuan-activity-6917964941580779521-YyuT/
https://tc.computer.org/tcvlsi/awards/
https://news.engr.psu.edu/2022/narayanan-vijay-ghosh-swaroop-win-2021-ieee-cs.aspx
https://sabana.io/
https://sabana.io/
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At ISCA-2022, CRISP PI Moin Qureshi was announced as this year’s winner of the
ACM SIGARCH Maurice Wilkes Award, “for contributions to high performance
memory systems.” The Maurice Wilkes award is given for an outstanding
contribution to computer architecture made by an individual in the last 20 years. His
research team at Georgia Tech focuses on computer architecture, memory systems,
hardware security, and quantum computing. Learn more >>>

CRISP PI Eliceiri Named an Open Hardware Trailblazer Fellow
CRISP PI Kevin Eliceiri, U. Wisconsin-Madison, has been named one of the Open
Hardware Trailblazer Fellows from the Open Source Hardware Association and the
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation. The one-year fellowship provides grants to individuals
making important contributions to open source hardware in academia, to create a
library of resources to support future research. Professor Eliceiri’s Biophotonics research
group is dedicated to the development and application of optical and computational
technologies for cell studies. His open source hardware instrumentation efforts involve
novel forms of polarization, laser scanning and multi-scale imaging, and are essential to
the Bioinformatics and Benchmarking efforts in CRISP.  Continue Reading >>>

IBM PhD Fellowship Awarded to ADA Student Yongmo Park 
PhD student Yongmo Park has been awarded an IBM PhD fellowship to support his
research regarding neuromorphic computing systems, which are important for
AI/cognitive computing and security. Park focuses on the development and
applications of in-memory computing (IMC) systems based on resistive random-
access memory (RRAM, or memristor) devices, which can accelerate AI computing.
Park has also helped develop IMC architecture that maps practical, large-scale deep
neural networks onto realistic RRAM crossbar arrays, while maintaining high
performance and accuracy.  Continue Reading >>>
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TECHCON REGISTRATION NOW OPEN!
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C-BRIC Researchers Work to Solve Traveling Salesman Problems
Sourav Sanyal and Kaushik Roy of Purdue University are
working to solve Large-Scale Travelling Salesman Problems
(TSP). In their recent publication “Neuro-Ising: Accelerating
Large Scale Travelling Salesman Problems via Graph Neural
Network,” they tackled the issue of performance degradation
in large problems. Continue Reading >>>

Register Here*
*SRC.org website account is required

CRISP Faculty, Prof. Moin Qureshi, Receives ACM SIGARCH 
Maurice Wilkes Award at ISCA-2022
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https://crisp.engineering.virginia.edu/moin-qureshi-receives-maurice-wilkes-award
https://www.oshwa.org/2022/06/15/congratulations-to-the-open-hardware-trailblazers/
https://research.ibm.com/university/awards/fellowships.html
https://ece.engin.umich.edu/stories/yongmo-park-awarded-ibm-phd-fellowship-to-support-his-research-on-in-memory-computing-systems
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/9747927?_ga=2.267216462.1308060747.1656598287-1541509692.1656598287
https://engineering.purdue.edu/C-BRIC/News/cbric-researchers-work-to-solve-largescale-travelling-salesman-problems
https://www.src.org/calendar/e006828/
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Top 5 SRC Publications 
Viewed Across All Programs  

Advances in Digital vs. Analog AI Accelerators; JUMP P106644

Hi-K and Ferroelectric AlScN and its use in AlScN/GaN High Electron Mobility Transistors,
JUMP P106748

Report on the Performance of the 3-bit/Cell FE-SL Memory/Weight Cell, GRC P106499

Advanced Gate Stack Design of Ferroelectric Transistor for Scaling towards 7nm FinFET
Platform, JUMP P103656

Interface Resistance between Directional Interconnect Conductors and Liners, 
      nCORE P106477

Don't miss the papers that received the most views on the SRC website over the last six weeks. 
Members of the associated programs have early access to the pre-publications.

 Web: SRC.org                  Subscribe                    Unsubscribe

Tech Transfer Series 

Working Towards Decadal Plan: Goals for Security 
SRC research resulted in a new tool for security audit. Mobile devices are more connected than ever,
which makes security one of the primary concerns. To manage and interact with cellular networks,
phones use highly proprietary baseband processors running custom, closed-source firmware. The
proprietary nature of baseband firmware makes it difficult to audit their security. To address this,
researchers at University of Florida (Task # 2846.001) – Prof. Kevin Butler and his student Grant
Hernandez developed SpikerXG, an extensible, security testing platform (patent application
US20200364135A1). The close engagement between industry liaisons from Analog Devices, ARM, Intel,
and Texas Instruments has been invaluable to the success of the project. This is also a good example of
effort addressing the Decadal Plan Seismic shift of ICT Security Challenges.  

https://twitter.com/scrorg
https://www.linkedin.com/company/semiconductor-research-corporation
https://twitter.com/srcorg
https://www.src.org/library/publication/p106644/
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